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QUESTION: 1
If the Fault Analyzer task locates duplicate fault reports, which is the next step the
task will take?

A. The new crash is reported as a response to the original crash
B. The new crash is not reported due to it matching a previous fault reported
C. The new crash is reported as a new document but adoclink is created to the
original
D. The new crash is reported as a new document and no reference to matching
documents can be created

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
The Domino administrator has created a response file for a silent server installation.
What parameter must be run on the server to utilize this response file?

A. setup.exe -silent -options c:\temp\install.txt
B. nsetup.exe -silent -options c:\temp\install.txt
C. setup.exe -response -options c:\temp\install.txt
D. silent.exe -response -options c:\temp\install.txt

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
Automatic Diagnostic Collection stores reports in Fault Report documents. In what
database are these documents stored?

A. DDM.nsf
B. Reports.nsf
C. In the log.nsf of each server
D. A mail-in database defined by the administrator

Answer: D
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QUESTION: 4
The collected probe results in a DDM Collection Hierarchy database are replicated
when which of the following occurs?

A. A collection server initiates a push replication with a spoke server
B. A collection server is notified about the change in an event state on a monitored
server
C. A collection server receives the console command 'probe xxx' where xxx is a
remote server
D. A collection server obtains a SMTP message in the ddm.nsf database notifying it
to pull new events

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
Directory assistance in Lotus Domino 8.5 enables you to specify when a secondary
directory must only be used for authentication. This provides which of the following
features?

A. This blocks email from being forwarded to adjacent domains
B. This avoidsNAMELookups to reduce the number of Ambiguous Name dialog
boxes
C. Thishelp you validate your choice of host name for receiving authentication
requests
D. This scans group member lists to ensure that each member exists in an available
directory that is configured in directory assistance

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
Billy wishes to use compression on his Domino servers for client connectivity. What
steps must Billy do to make this function?
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A. Enable binding on the client port; restart the client; disable tunneling on the server
port; restart the server port
B. Disable binding on the client port; restart the client; enable encryption on the
server port; restart the server port
C. Enable compression on the server port; restart the server port; enable compression
on the client port; restart the client
D. Disable encryption on the server port; restart the server port; enable tunneling on
the server port; restart the server port

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
Blacklist processing on the server follows which order?

A. Private then public
B. Public then private
C. Shared then controlled
D. Managed then controlled

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
There are two methods available for journaling messages, which of the following
describe those two methods?

A. Monthly journaling and hourly journaling
B. Daily journaling and weekly journaling
C. Local journaling and remote journaling
D. Domain journaling and organization journaling

Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
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Which of the following type of permanent failure response is sent when you enable
the Domino server to reject ambiguous names through directory lookups against the
primary Domino directory?

A. Mailbox unavailable
B. The recipient is unknown
C. The mail server is unavailable
D. The recipient is rejected for policy reasons

Answer: D

QUESTION: 10
Your Domino inbound SMTP receives numerous connections that are unsuccessful in
completion. Most of the connections are generating SMTP error codes. Which of the
following solutions did they implement to assist in reducing these connections?

A. Enabled the rejection of ambiguous names
B. Modified the SMTP server to not check thesenders domain
C. Implemented an error limit before the connection is closed
D. Enabled a delayed delivery report to the originator of the message
Answer: C

QUESTION: 11
Users are utilizing mail rules to forward messages to other devices. However, many
of these messages are being blocked by spam filters due to a lack of sending server
information to Prevent delivery status reports. Which of the following may be utilized
to provide valid sending server information?

A. Verify sender DNS
B. Pre-delivery agents
C. Reverse path settings
D. Allow authenticated hosts
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